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Healthcare Security Datasheet
Interim CISO Service

Our Chief Information Security Oﬃcer service provides interim security program
leadership when your organization needs it most. Due to the nature of healthcare
IT security work, circumstances are often problematic when organizations ﬁnd
themselves needing interim CISO leadership. Our team has the CISO experience
you need with a history of turning around the security programs of multi-billion
dollar healthcare organizations quickly and eﬃciently.

Operations Security

The devil is in the details when it comes to operations of an eﬀective healthcare
security program. Clinicians won’t tolerate a security program that impacts their
workﬂow, yet the business requires protection from the risk of intrusion and
breach. Focusing on the details of operational security allows both sides to beneﬁt.
A best-in-class healthcare security program can support a clinician’s workﬂow while
still providing protection the business requires.

Data Protection

Keeping the bad guys out and the PHI in, while minimizing impact to business
operations, is the Axixe approach to Data Protection and Perimeter Security. If
you’re like most healthcare organizations, you have a sense of where your PHI and
critical business data is stored, but no assurance that this data cannot be maliciously
or inadvertently transferred outside of your control. Focusing on internal perimeters
around your data, as well as an external perimeter around your network, creates
a layered security approach to protecting what is most important – your
patient’s privacy.

Security Technology Evaluation

When it comes to vulnerability analysis, intrusion detection, email security, ﬁrewalls,
anti-virus and similar technologies, there are clear leaders and niche players that
make sense depending on your unique needs. Our vendor-agnostic technology
experts are here to help align your business requirements with the most
appropriate, cost eﬀective, solution.

Access Administration Optimization

The maturity of the process by which a heathcare organization provisions and
controls access to applications and data for new clinicians, staﬀ, and contractors is
a strong indicator of the overall sophistication of the organization’s security program.
We provide a repeatable process for clinical application access and control to
restricted data, taking your program to the next level and satisfying audit
requirements along the way.
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